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DOMETIC BLINDS

INTRODUCTION

MOBILE LIVING  
MADE EASY.

Dear Freedom Lover,

There are millions of people around the world who use Dometic products. 
You all have one thing in common – you’re going somewhere. 

No matter the vessel, our job is to meet your essential needs on the journey. 

Dometic blinds offer a variety of high-quality pleated, roller, roof & hatch,  
and Venetian blinds, alongside soft furnishings and accessories.  

Most products are available in standard sizes or can be made bespoke  
for your unique design. That way, you can explore more,  

see more and stay away longer. We call it mobile living made easy.

We invite you to go on a journey of discovery. Explore the Dometic world  
and let us know what we can do for you.
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DOMETIC BLINDS

GENER AL

Life on the water gives us plenty of light and action, but unfortunately 
with that comes excess heat and glare that can affect your comfort 
whilst at sea. The range of products from Dometic blinds has been 
specifically developed to tackle this issue so that your time on the 
water is pleasant and enjoyable. 

The complete range offers the ideal systems for managing light and 
privacy onboard for ultimate relaxation. Unrivalled in scope and 
choice, our product range is designed and manufactured in-house, 
destruction tested and optimised for life at sea. 

Luxury blinds & soft furnishings

SHADING SPACES

1. Pleated Blinds
When you’re looking for privacy on 
board, our elegant range of pleated 
blinds is the perfect fit for any window, 
ensuring you are undisturbed day  
and night.

2. Roller Blinds
Available in a wide range of light and 
temperature-regulating fabrics with 
manual, powered and precision control 
options, Dometic roller blinds can be 
easily integrated to seamlessly fit and 
complement other window treatments.

3. Roof and Hatch Blinds
Dometic roof and hatch blinds provide 
nighttime privacy and blackout whilst 
keeping insects away, allowing for a 
good night’s sleep. 
 
4. Venetian Blinds
Exquisitely engineered, we have 
a window treatment for every 
application. Choose from a wide 
selection of styles to suit all tastes, 
from contemporary shades to 
traditional finishes. 

5. Soft Furnishing
From classic to contemporary or simply 
introducing a touch of home comfort 
onboard, the versatility of Dometic’s 
range of soft furnishings provides the 
ideal solution. With a wide variety and 
combination of fabrics, styles, and 
finishes, our design team is on hand to 
guide you through the entire process.
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DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

PLEATED BLINDS 
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1. Fabric choice
Choose from a wide variety of 20 mm sheer, 
privacy, or blackout fabrics.

5. Perfect for shaped windows
The perfect solution for shaped windows.

6. Designed to fit
Our engineering experts design every one of 
your blinds for the perfect fit every time.

3. Colours
Choice of beige, white, or graphite hardware 
colours to suit your interior.

4. At any angle
Skysol blinds are beautifully tensioned so that 
they work at any angle.

2. Effortless control
Powered options ensure effortless control with 
our Skysol blinds.

WHAT MAKES SKYSOL 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

Ideal for shaped, inclined, or standard yacht windows, our Skysol 
range is custom designed for a seamless fit. Whatever your needs 
– from gentle light to complete blackout, warm comfort to cool 
shade, discrete shading to total privacy – Skysol blinds can be 
designed to create a range of moods. With a bespoke style, the 
UV-resistant and marine-ready Skysol blinds have been engineered 
to reduce maintenance bills by keeping excessive heat out in 
warmer climates and retaining warmth in colder environments.

Benefits

• Retains heat in colder climates or blocks excessive heat in hot climates

• Powered operation available with 12 V DC, 24 VDC, or mains motors 

• Operation via handheld remote, wall switch, or integration into  

the control system

• Range of 20mm pleated fabrics in sheer, privacy, and blackout types 

• Available with white, beige, or grey hardware to suit yacht interior 

• Low profile headrail for a discrete look

DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

When out on the water you can be exposed to excessive heat and 
light, potentially causing discomfort onboard your vessel. Dometic’s 
range of pleated blinds have been specifically developed and tested 
to not only tackle these issues but allowing you to easily control your 
onboard environment. 

Dometic’s pleated blinds can be fitted into any size, inclined or shaped 
window making them suitable for all types of window and boats. 
Available in child safe, manual or powered control mechanisms, they 
offer a consistency in styling, effective light and temperature control, 
with a smart finish. 

Dometic Oceanair pleated blind solutions

STAY SHADED ON THE WATER
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Dometic Oceanair Skysol Motion

Auto-retractable pleated blind for portlights and small windows. 

Skysol Motion is a contemporary, pleated blind available  
with a choice of fabrics. Skysol Motion’s light diffusion is ideal  
for creating softer light in the saloon with ease and speed.  
When you’re ready to move on, the blind can be quickly  
stowed away.

• Automatically retracts when released

• Suitable for inclines

• No guide wires or loose cords

• Bottom fix hold-downs available

• Choice of classic pleat or honeycomb fabrics

• Available with white or beige hardware

• Standard sizes available as well as custom designs

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Pleatedshade

Fabric pleated blind for portlights and small windows. 
 
The Skysol Pleatedshade is available in a choice of coloured  
fabrics and can be tailored for simple-shape application.  
Offering a softer finish on windows, Dometic Oceanair  
Pleatedshade is suited to use in the saloon. Its light-diffusing 
properties can create an easily adjusted ambient lighting  
throughout the day – perfect for a relaxed atmosphere.

• Create a soft and warm interior lighting

• Accommodates simple shapes

• Selection of easy-to-use hold-down and hold-up options

• Available in white, beige and light grey

• Portlight frame-fix available

• Available in standard sizes as well as custom design

DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Honeycomb

Honeycomb pleated blind for windows.

This elegant custom-built pleated blind is ideal for natural light and 
temperature control. Stylish yet functional, Skysol Honeycomb also 
protects your privacy on board the yacht. Its slim profile is suitable 
for slim recesses. The nature of honeycomb fabric means that, 
unlike single pleated fabric, the cording is not visible. Since no 
holes have to be punched into the fabric for operating cords, there 
is no light seepage. The shading results are thorough and crisp.

• Suitable for slim recesses

• Choice of fabric types and colours

• Powered operation available with 12 V DC, 24 V DC,  

or mains motors

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch,  

or integration into the control system

• Available with white, beige, or grey hardware

• Suitable for inclines

• No visible cording holes

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Day/Night

Combination blackout and privacy pleated blind for windows.

Skysol Day/Night provides excellent control of light, shade, and 
privacy. Suitable for inclines and slim recesses. Powered operation 
is available for effortless control. Our honeycomb pleated fabric 
improves both the functionality and aesthetic of the Dometic 
Oceanair Skysol Day/Night blind. Any cording holes needed to 
operate the blind are hidden from view. Not only does this look 
smarter, but it also ensures full privacy and blackout are achieved. 

• Suitable for slim recesses

• Suitable for inclines

• Powered operation available for effortless control (24 V DC)

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch,  

or integration into the control system

• Choice of manual control options

• Choice of fabric types and colours

• Available with white, beige, or grey hardware
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Dometic Oceanair Skysol Classic

Pleated blinds for windows of any shape or incline.

Elegant yacht designs create a range of installation challenges, 
particularly with shaped forward windows. Angled windows  
often allow excess light and heat into the saloon – Dometic 
Oceanair Skysol is the perfect solution. Skysol Classic can be  
neatly recessed into the aperture so that it is hidden when stowed. 
It also works at any angle and can be custom designed to fit  
any shape.

• Retains heat in colder climates or blocks excessive  

heat in hot climates

• Powered operation is available with 12 V DC, 24 VDC,  

or mains motors

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch, or integration  

into the control system

• Low profile headrail for a discrete look

• 16 shapes suitable for any window type

• Suitable for inclines of any angle

1. Fabric choice
Choose from a wide variety of 20 mm sheer, 
privacy, or blackout fabrics.

5. Perfect for shaped windows
The perfect solution for shaped windows.

6. Designed to fit
Our engineering experts design every one of 
your blinds for the perfect fit every time.

3. Colours
Choice of beige, white or graphite hardware 
colours to suit your interior.

4. At any angle
Skysol blinds are beautifully tensioned so that 
they work at any angle.

2. Effortless control
Powered options ensure effortless control with 
our Skysol blinds.

DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

SKYSOL CLASSIC

Available shapes
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5. Effortless control
Available with powered control – operation at 
the touch of a button.

1. Tight corners
Designed to fit around a tight radius. Curved 
corner windows are no problem.

2. Privacy 
Let the light in, yet maintain your privacy  
on board.

6. Custom tracks
Our custom-made bent aluminium tracks make 
operating the blind smooth and simple.

3. Blackout
Ideal for a great night’s sleep.

4. Not just for doors
Skysol Track Small is also suitable for curved 
windows. 

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Track Small

Skysol Track Small is perfect for those tricky curved recesses, 
commonly found on companionway doors. The inbuilt gliders slide 
smoothly down custom-made curved tracks, ensuring the blind 
operates effortlessly every time. Choose light-filtering honeycomb 
fabric for a warming ambience or blackout honeycomb fabric for 
complete privacy.

• Dual fabric option available to combine privacy and  

blackout fabrics

• Choice of which end the blind stows

• Dual blinds can stow at one end or both ends

• Suitable for tight radius curves

• Choice of privacy or blackout 25 mm honeycomb fabrics

• Moving rail controls adjustable blind position, available  

with coordinating handles

• Powder-coated aluminium hardware for a stylish finish

DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Precision

Skysol Precision is capable of covering large recesses, suitable  
for yacht windows and aft patio doors. 

Skysol Precision is a simple pleated blind that can be fitted to  
a doorway – it simply lifts with a touch of the hand, and pulls  
effortlessly back down again. This ease of use makes it a practical 
solution for a frequently used aperture.

• Magnet hold prevents rattling noises

• Minimal fabric stack when stowed

• Lightweight makes it effortless to use

• A choice of privacy or blackout honeycomb fabrics

• Perfectly suited to aft patio doors, including  

child-safe design

• Deploy and hold at any height

SKYSOL PRECISION

Benefits of Skysol Track Small
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DOMETIC

PLEATED BLINDS

PLEATED BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS SKYSKOL MOTION SKYSOL PLEATEDSHADE SKYSOL CLASSIC

Min width X (mm) 280 100 156

Min drop Y (mm) 150 100 100

Max width X (mm) 1500 2100 3000

Max drop Y (mm) 1000 700 2500

Depth (mm) 37 26 26

Headrail height (mm) 30 30 16

Angle suitability Any <45° Any

Fabric type
20 mm Pleated

25 mm Honeycomb
25 mm Pleated textile Pleated

Shapes – Simple Complex

Control options Integrated handles
Popper

Loop
Velcro

Handle
Pull cord

Side tracks available – – No

Guide wires available – – Yes

Available powered – – Yes

Min width X (mm) – powered – – 306

Min drop X (mm) – powered – – 100

Max width X (mm) – powered – – 3000

Max drop X (mm) – powered – – 3400

Headrail type – – 34

Motor options – –
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains

Powered control options – –
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight

PLEATED BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS SKYSOL HONEYCOMB SKYSOL DAY/NIGHT SKYSOL TRACK SMALL SKYSOL PRECISION

Min width X (mm) 156 156 450 100

Min drop Y (mm) 100 100 200 280

Max width X (mm) 3000 3000 1200 2400

Max drop Y (mm) 2500 3000 2000 2100

Depth (mm) 26 26 50 (man) / 75 (pow) 25

Headrail height (mm) 16 26 16 (man) / 36 (pow) 25

Angle suitability Any Any <90° <5°

Fabric type Honeycomb Pleated & Honeycomb Honeycomb Honeycomb

Shapes – – Curved –

Control types
Handle

Pull cord
Handle

Pull cord
Handle Handle

Side tracks available No No Yes No

Guide wires available Yes Yes No Yes

Available powered Yes Yes Yes No

Min width X (mm)  
– powered

306 379 675 –

Min drop X (mm)  
– powered

100 253 200 –

Max width X (mm)  
– powered

2506 2506 1200 –

Max drop X (mm)  
– powered

2500 2500 2000 –

Headrail type 25 / 50 25 / 50 – –

Motor options
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains
–

12 V DC
24 V DC

–

Powered control options
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Radio remote
Hard wired switch

Central control

Radio remote
Hard wired switch

Central control
–

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight
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ROLLER BLINDS

DOMETIC

ROLLER BLINDS
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WHAT MAKES ROLLER BLINDS 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

Compact, discreet and practical in their design, roller blinds 
provide excellent shading qualities. Whether very large or very 
small, hand-operated or motorised, there is a roller blind treatment 
to suit every window. With a vast range of fabrics, textures, and 
colours available, you’ll be sure to find the perfect solution to meet 
your every interior design need.

Benefits

• Custom manufactured to client specification

• Broad range of sheer, dimout, and blackout fabrics

• Zip system option for inclined windows

• Optional tracks and guide wires hold the blind in place,  

ideal for angles, apertures, or simply when the vessel  

is in motion

• Powered and manual options available, complemented  

by a wide range of control mechanisms and accessories

When out on the water, you want products that are not only attractive 
but practical. Dometic’s roller blind range provides excellent shading 
qualities and the benefit of extended onboard privacy with a classic 
roller blind aesthetic. Available in a wide range of light and temperature 
regulating fabrics with manual and powered options, our roller blinds 

can be integrated to seamlessly fit and complement other window 
treatments. Whether you are looking for a contemporary or modern 
style, Dometic has the ideal solution. If you want our latest develop-
ment, why not try the roller blind PrecisonRise allowing you to lock 
your blind into place at any position. 

Dometic Oceanair roller blind solutions

BLINDS TO SUIT ANY INTERIOR 

DOMETIC

ROLLER BLINDS

1. Fabric choice
Choose from a variety of sheer, privacy or
blackout fabrics.

5. Side tracks
For minimising light gap, side tracks are
available on Rollerblind Powered.

2. Smart control
A choice of powered options ensure smart  
control with our Rollerblind range.

6. Sophisticated finish
Durable aluminium frame with a classic  
roller blind look.

3. Customise
Choice of black, white or silver hardware
and insert colours.

4. Cassette option 
Cassette available to conceal the blind,  
mounting profile for a simple fit or standard 
bracket option.
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Dometic Oceanair
Rollerblind Manual

Keep it simple on the water with manually 
controlled roller blinds. 

• Custom manufactured to client request

• Simple to use and easy to understand

• Optional side tracks and guide wires  

hold the blind in place, ideal for angled  

apertures or if used in any moving  

vehicle

• Mounted profile and cassette options  

for easy installation

Dometic Oceanair
Rollerblind PrecisionRise

The PrecisionRise offers an all new, unique 
smart locking mechanism that allows it  
to be easily set and secured at any position.  
Enjoy unspoilt views or shade yourself 
from the sun, with this stylish and modern 
shading solution.

• New smart locking mechanism

• Easily set and secure your blind at any position

• Available with a brack et, mounting profile  

bar or cassette for simple installation

• Robust quality, ideal for the harshest  

marine conditions

• Optional guide wires for angled apertures

• Classic roller blind look

Dometic Oceanair
Rollerblind Powered

Roller blinds made easier with a choice 
 of powered controls at your disposal.

• Powered operation (12 V DC,  

24 V DC or mains) 

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch, 

or integration into the control system

• Suitable for hard-to-reach areas

• Guide wire or side tracks available for  

securing blinds or increased blackout

DOMETIC

ROLLER BLINDS

NEW

1. Smart locking mechanism 
Easily set and secure your blind at any  
position, ensuring light and temperature  
control no matter the conditions.

2. Expertly designed 
Meticulously designed for robust quality  
and finish, with all components suitable for  
the harshest marine conditions

3. Standard & custom options available 
Select from a wide range of sizes, styles  
and fabric colours to create the ideal onboard 
environment. 

4. Simple, stylish & sophisticated 
The PrecisionRise is a simple, stylish, and 
sophisticated way to control light and your cabin 
environment and create privacy onboard.

5. Simple installation 
The mounting profile system creates a  
one-piece unit, offering simple installation  
with minimal tooling required.

6. Child safe compliant 
The design eliminates the need for hanging 
cords or wires, removing any hazards for  
children to get caught in.

Benefits of Rollerblind PrecisionRise
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Dometic Oceanair Skyshade  
Portshade

Slim blackout roller blind for portlights  
or hatches. 
 
Ultra-slim cassette roller blind, suitable  
for even the smallest of portlights. Our 
small profile blind is ideal for portlights, 
particularly those in the galley which  
often have little space around them.

• Simple installation with just two screws

• Range of hold-downs available

• Slim design for confined spaces,  

top or face fix

• Anti-rattle end caps

• Available in white, beige, or silver

• Suitable for curved mounting surfaces

• Available in standard sizes as well as  

custom design

Dometic Oceanair Skyshade  
Cabinshade

Blackout roller blind for windows and 
hatches. 
 
The blackout properties of the Cabinshade 
make it perfect for small windows in the 
cabin, with the option of fitting it on the 
hatch for a seamless look. Cabinshade is 
larger in profile than the Portshade model, 
so it can house more fabric. This makes it 
ideal for larger applications.

• Custom design available as well as  

standard sizes

• Simple installation requires just two screws

• Anti-rattle end caps

• Range of hold-downs available

• Available in white, beige, or silver

• Suitable for curved mounting surfaces

• Top or face fix

Dometic Oceanair Skyshade  
Bigshade

Simple roller blind with a shaped cassette 
blackout system for large windows.

Suitable for windows or roofs, Skyshade 
Bigshade is ideal for larger applications.  
Its cassette design means it will stow into 
itself, retracting clear of the aperture, 
allowing you to enjoy great views during 
the day. Includes anti-rattle end caps to 
avoid disturbance.

• Shaped cassette for a seamless look

• Suitable for horizontal or vertical application

• Anti-rattle end caps

• Simple installation

• Available in white, grey, black, or beige

• Range of hold-downs available

DOMETIC

ROLLER BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair Skyview

Hybrid venetian and roller blind for 
windows.

Skyview offers the functionality and tilt 
control of a Venetian blind with the 
simplicity of a roller blind. The blind can be 
completely stowed out of sight onto a 
single roller. When deployed, it ensures 
privacy and heat protection. The open tilt 
allows for perfect views and light control.

• Open tilt for perfect views

• Closed tilt for privacy and light control

• Powered operation available with  

12 V DC, 24 V DC, or mains motors

• Handheld remote, wall switch, or  

integration into the control system

• Available with guide wire control for  

more secure deployment

• Soft, subtle finish with a contemporary  

style
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ROLLER BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS SKYSHADE PORTSHADE SKYSHADE CABINSHADE BIGSHADE

Min width X (mm) 200 200 200

Min drop Y (mm) 200 200 200

Max width X (mm) 1200 1100 1800

Max drop Y (mm) Depends on fabric used Depends on fabric used Depends on fabric used 

Depth (mm) 25 35 41

Headrail height (mm) 22 33 61

Angle suitability Any Any Any

Fabric type Roller Roller Roller

Shapes – – –

Hold down options
Mini Grip

Toggle
Peg

Mini Grip
Toggle

Pegs

Mini Grip
Toggle

Pegs

Max Width dependant on Max Drop and Fabric weight

ROLLER BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL POWERED PRECISIONRISE SKYVIEW

Min width X (mm) 430 – 430 430

Min drop Y (mm) 150 – 150 300

Max width X (mm) 3000 – 2800 2500

Max drop Y (mm) 3000 – 2400 2500

Depth (mm) 53–103 53–103 53–103 110

Headrail height (mm) 65–100 65–100 65–100 89

Angle suitability <15° <15° <15° <15°

Fabric type Roller Roller Roller Roller / Vane

Shapes – – – –

Control Options
Cord
Chain

Powered PrecisionRise 
Cord
Chain

Powered

Side tracks available Yes Yes Yes Yes

Guide wires available Yes Yes Yes Yes

Available powered Yes Yes Yes Yes

Min width X (mm)  
– powered

– 470 470 650

Min drop X (mm)  
– powered

– 200 200 300

Max width X (mm)  
– powered

– 3500 3500 3000

Max drop X (mm)  
– powered

– 3500 3500 2500

Headrail type
Bracket 38 & 46, 

Mounting Profile 38 & 46, 
Cassette 1, 2, 3

Bracket 38 & 46, 55,
Mounting Profile 38 & 46, 

Cassette 1, 2, 3

Mounting Profile 38, 
Cassette 1, 2, 3

–

Motor options –
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains
–

12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains

Powered control options –
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

–
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight
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ROOF & HATCH  
BLINDS

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS
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1. Standard sizes
Standard sizes available in our retail range.

5. Natural ventilation
Flyscreen lets air into the cabin for a
fresher interior.

2. Perfect finish accessories
Liner trim kits available for the perfect finish 
between hatch and screen.

6. Complete blackout
Blackout, moisture-resistant fabric 
for a low-maintenance finish.

3. Choice of colour
Available in a choice of white or beige.

4. Powered 
Powered operation is available at 
12 V DC or 24 V DC.

WHAT MAKES SKYSCREEN 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

Dometic Skyscreen provides a unique solution to shading boat 
hatches by combining a blackout blind and a separate flyscreen 
within one unit, tailored to fit any type and size of hatch.  
Our blind innovation draws upon ongoing technological advances 
and end-user feedback to continue to provide a high-quality, 
cutting-edge product. Whatever your individual hatch requirements, 
the Skyscreen range includes a solution for you.

Benefits

• Blackout blind and separate insect screen in one unit

• Modular construction, available for any sized hatch

• Easy to install

• Retrofit over existing hatch trims, or recess into your headlining

• For a perfect finish, liner and trim sets are available to resolve  

through deck engineering challenges

• Choose between roller blind or pleated fabric depending on  

your preferred design

• Choice of product for every application

With advances in yacht design and marine-based technologies, naval 
architects are able to take advantage of picturesque views with larger 
glass panels. Glass roofs are therefore becoming more popular,  
allowing you to take in the view of the heavens above, and enjoy the 
sunshine. With the midday sun, however, comes heat and glare, 

which is not always welcome on board. Dometic's range of roof & 
hatch blinds allows you to control light and heat so that an optimum 
level of comfort can be reached. The ultimate luxury is having your 
blinds close at the touch of a button – why not go a step further and 
use an automated blind for those hard-to-reach windows?

Dometic Oceanair roof & hatch blinds

IN THE MIDDAY SUN

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS
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Dometic Oceanair Skyscreen 
Powered

The Skyscreen Powered blind for hatch 
screens has a modular design for  
convenient versatility. Blind sections can be 
interchanged so that for example, the roller 
and pleated fabrics are combined within 
a single blind. It can also be completely 
concealed into the yacht headlining.

• Powered operation with 12 V DC or 24 V DC, 

enables effortless control

• Enjoy natural ventilation when flyscreen 

is in use

• Can be completely concealed into yacht 

headlining

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch, 

or integration into the control system 

• Roller fabric 

• Blackout or flyscreen or both

• Belt drive system reduces operating noise 

and improves efficiency

Dometic Oceanair Skyscreen 
Pleated

This compact lightweight pleated hatch 
blind is easy to use with integrated, 
magnetic handles. Its slim cassette ensures 
minimal impact on headroom. Available 
with single pleat fabric as standard, or with 
Honeycomb fabric for a complete blackout.

• The stylish powder-coated aluminium 

cassette is also very durable

• Slim cassette ensures minimal impact 

on headroom

• Easy-to-use lightweight blind with 

integrated, magnetic handles

• Concealed or surface-mounted option

• Brush strip to keep insects out

• White or beige hardware colour

Dometic Oceanair Skyscreen 
Roller Surface

Surface-mounted blackout and flyscreen 
blind, ideal for retrofit.

• Quick and easy installation

• White or beige hardware colour

• Magnetic closure

• Optional liner systems

• Ideal for thin decks

• Standard sizes available as well as 

custom design

Dometic Oceanair Skyscreen 
 Roller Recessed

Combination hatch blind, engineered to  
sit flush with the headlining.

• Durable powder-coated aluminium cassette 

• Low profile fitting means it sits flush with 

the headlining

• Blackout blind for a good night’s sleep

• Recoil damper system

• Standard sizes available

• Magnetic closure

Dometic Oceanair Skyscreen 
Roller Concealed

Roller and flyscreen combination blind for 
concealed fitting within the headlining.

• Quick-release buttons available in 3 colours

• Recoil damper system

• Flyscreen and blackout combination

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS
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Our Dometic Oceanair Skyshade range is available as standard with 
our blackout fabric, ensuring a dark cabin for a good night’s sleep. 
Extra benefits include UV resistance, solar reflection, and moisture 
resistance – great features for use in a marine environment.  
The fabric also has a convenient wipe-clean surface, while the 
Skyshade’s hardware is powder-coated in aluminium for a tough 
durability.

SKYSHADE
THE SIMPLE CASSETTE ROLLER  

FOR A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair Skyshade Hatchshade 

Simple roller blind with a shaped cassette, designed to create  
a seamless finish with the headlining. 

If you’re looking for a quick and simple shade to keep the light out 
at night, then the Skyshade Hatchshade is ideal. Fully retracting 
into the cassette, Hatchshade is perfect for fixed hatches, where  
a flyscreen is not required. Optimally designed, Hatchshade  
combines the performance and technology of the Skyscreen fabric 
in a functional, cost-effective product.

• Shaped cassette for added style

• Powder-coated aluminium hardware

• Side pegs enable halfway opening

• Available in white, silver, or beige

• Range of hold-downs available

• Also suitable for vertical operation

• Simple and fast installation with just two screws

1. Suitable for small and medium 
applications
Provides overhead shading from direct sunlight, 
controlling cabin light and temperature.

5. Choice of colour
Available in a choice of white or beige.

2. Expertly designed
Select from a variety of ergonomically designed 
handles for simple and effortless operation.

6. Simple Installation
Simple and fast installation with just two screws.

3. Standard & custom options available
Select from a wide range of sizes, styles and 
fabric colours to create the ideal onboard
environment.

4. Designed for life at sea 
The Skyshade’s hardware is powder coated  
in aluminium for tough durability.

Benefits of Skysol Hatchshade
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5. Effortless control
Available with powered control – operation at 
the touch of a button.

1. Suitable for larger applications
The Skysol Track Large offers significantly more 
coverage than the Skysol Track Small.

2. Fabric choice 
Choose from a variety of sheer, privacy or  
blackout fabrics.

6. Custom tracks
Our custom-made bent aluminium tracks make 
operating the blind smooth and simple.

3. Elegant finish
Discrete cording for a clear aperture while  
rods hold the fabric secure.

4. Not just for doors
Lightweight, smart pleated blind, custom built 
for shading large sunroofs.

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Track Large

The Dometic Skysol Track Large provides overhead shading from 
direct sunlight while seamlessly complementing the interior of your 
yacht. Available with a range of pleated fabric options, Skysol Track 
Large benefits from an innovative cording system, which leaves  
the aperture completely clear when stowed. Stay cool and shaded 
in your saloon space with this stylish roof blind from Dometic.

• Lightweight, ideal for roof application

• Robust track technology suitable for tight radius curves

• Discrete cording with no visible guidewires

• Wide range of available fabrics in sheer, privacy, or blackout

• Day/Night option available

• Delivered pre-assembled for easy installation

• Manual or powered operation available

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair Skysol Frame 

Our Skysol Frame is our manual control, large application roof 
blind. Available with curved front ‘fin’ for roofs with a semi-circle 
front. The blind arrives readily assembled for ease of installation.

Many yacht roofs have a curved front, mirroring the curves of  
the yacht. This can pose challenges for blind design. However,  
Dometic Oceanair Skysol Frame comes with an optional ‘fin’  
that can be customised to fit your roof window. This ensures  
a perfect finish and a complete blackout solution.

• Discrete cording supports fabric whilst leaving  

a completely clear aperture

• Pre-assembled, ready to install

• Blackout and flyscreen for temperature and  

light control, plus insect-free comfort

• Choose from pleated or honeycomb fabrics  

or use both in the same blind

• Optional shaped ‘fins’ for curved front recesses  

commonly found on yachts

• Flyscreen fabric available

Benefits of Skysol Track Large

5. Effortless control
Available with powered control – operation at 
the touch of a button.

1. Suitable for small and medium 
applications
Provides overhead shading from direct sunlight, 
controlling cabin light and temperature.

2. Expertly designed 
Discrete cording, supports the fabric whilst 
leaving a completely clear aperture.

6. Simple Installation
The unit come pre-assembled and ready to install, 
making installation a quick and simple task. 

3. Standard & custom options available
Select from a wide range of sizes, styles and 
fabric colours to create the ideal onboard
environment.

4. Flyscreen Option
Add flyscreen fabric to keep insects, dirt, leaves, 
debris and pests from entering your boat

Benefits of Skysol Frame
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1. Belt drive system
Strain-free motor drive system that operates 
both blinds independently. 

5. Blackout 
Our blackout fabrics are perfect for a good 
night’s sleep.

2. Effortless control
Powered by a range of motor options to cover 
all installation challenges.

6. Complements Skysol range
Perfectly complements our Skysol range  
as well as the Skyscreen Powered.

3. Controls
Choose from hand-held remote, wall switch 
 or integrated control operation.

4. Daytime privacy
Our range of privacy fabrics allows light into 
the yacht’s interior whilst retaining privacy.

Dometic Oceanair  Skysol  
Powered Roofblind

Skysol Powered Roofblind is the best 
powered blind on the market for larger 
applications such as roof windows. It can  
be integrated into the headlining for a 
seamless finish. Control by hand-held  
remote, wall switch, or integration into  
the control system.

• Innovative belt-drive system for  

quieter, strain-free operation

• Integrate into the headlining for  

seamless results

• Powered operation available with  

12 V DC or 24 V DC motors

• Operation via hand-held remote,  

wall switch, or integration into  

the control system 

• Range of mid-rail types depending  

on the weight of blind

• Privacy or blackout fabrics available

• Available with frames to prevent  

the need for built-in headlining

With advances in yacht design and marine-based technologies, 
naval architects can take advantage of picturesque views with 
larger glass panels. Glass roofs are therefore becoming more 
popular, allowing you to take in the view of the heavens above  
and enjoy the sunshine. With the midday sun, however, comes  
heat and glare, which is not always welcome on board.  
Skysol Powered Roofblind allows you to control light and heat  
so that an optimum level of comfort can be reached.  
The ultimate in luxury living is having your blinds close at the 
touch of a button – why not go a step further and use an automated 
blind for those hard-to-reach windows.

SKYSOL  
POWERED 

ROOFBLIND

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS

Benefits of Skysol Powered Roofblind
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ROOF & HATCH 
BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS

SKYSCREEN 
PLEATED

SKYSCREEN  
SURFACE

SKYSCREEN  
RECESSED

SKYSCREEN  
CONCEALED

SKYSCREEN  
POWERED

Min width X (mm) 130 150 175 200 324

Min drop Y (mm) 85 100 170 180 260

Max width X (mm) 1070 627 1100 830 1000

Max drop Y (mm) 2000 627 900 960 1000

Depth (mm) 26 27 30 38 40

Headrail height (mm) 30 70 64 64 113

Angle suitability <45° <30° <30° <30° <30°

Fabric type 25 mm Pleated textile Roller Roller Roller Roller

Trim options
Square (s) /Round (r)

Simple
Standard ABS (s)

Injection moulded (r)
Standard ABS (s)

Injection moulded (r)
–

Control options Handle Handle Handle Push-release handle
Radio Remote
Hard Switch
Integration

Motor options – – – –
12 V DC
24 V DC

ROOF & HATCH  
BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS

SKYSOL  
HATCHSHADE

SKYSCOL 
TRACK LARGE

SKYSOL 
FRAME

SKYSOL 
POWERED

Min width X (mm) 200 450 128 740

Min drop Y (mm) 200 400 200 350

Max width X (mm) 1400 2605 2500 3000

Max drop Y (mm) 900 3000 2500 6000

Depth (mm) 28 26 26 40

Headrail height (mm) 50 30 16 113

Angle suitability Any <45° Any <30°

Fabric type Blackout Roller 25 mm Pleated textile Pleated Pleated

Shapes Simple– –

Control options Mini grip Handle Handle
Radio remote
Hard switch
Integration

Motor options – – –
12 V DC
24 V DC

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weightMax width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight

DOMETIC

ROOF & HATCH BLINDS

– –
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DOMETIC

VENETIAN BLINDS

VENETIAN BLINDS
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1. Custom stitching 
Leather slats can be finished with a matching  
or contrasting coloured stitch.

5. Optional side tracks
Side tracks are a great alternative to guide 
wires for a sophisticated look.

2. Effortless control
Powered options ensure effortless control with 
our Venetian blinds (excludes Precision).

6. Contemporary look
Whichever Venetian blind you choose will
give your interior a contemporary finish.

3. Range of finishes
Select from a wide range of patterns  
and finishes.

4. Range of slat sizes
Choose from 16 mm, 25 mm, and 50 mm  
slat widths.

WHAT MAKES VENETIAN BLINDS 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

All Dometic Oceanair Skyvenetian blinds can be customised to 
your requirements. There is a range of standard colour options  
to choose from, but as with most of our products, you are free  
to specify a fabric that is unique to you. Our experienced team is  
on hand to guide your choice to best fit the intended application.  
With powered control options available – handheld remote, wall 
switch, or integration with your system control – using 12 V DC,  
24 V DC or mains voltage power.

Benefits

• Tilt control, shading the interior from intense heat,  

while allowing visibility through the aperture

• Likewise, tilt for privacy from the water's edge,  

while allowing light to cascade into the room

• A stylish looking blind that will add to the finish of  

the room, while providing functionality

• Almost every element of the blind can be customised,  

allowing for contrast ladders, ferrules, or even  

stitching on leather blinds

DOMETIC

VENETIAN BLINDS

From warm comfort to modern styling, Dometic’s wide range of 
slats, tapes and ladders create a pleasant environment onboard 
whilst preserving outside views. Our Venetian blinds accommodate 
shaped and inclined windows and offer optimum privacy, UV, 
temperature and light control.

PRIVACY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

SKYVENETIAN
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Dometic Oceanair
Skyvenetian Precision

Venetian blind with precision-hold control.

A versatile Venetian blind has precision 
hold technology, meaning it can be held 
at any desired height through its in-built, 
child-safe tension system. Skyvenetian 
Precision is available in aluminium or wood 
slat, with a range of standard colours to 
choose from.

• Choose from aluminium (16 mm or 25 mm)  

or wood slat (25 mm)

• Child-safe with no loose operating cords

• Elegant pinch-release chrome handles

• Range of standard colours to choose from

DOMETIC

VENETIAN BLINDS

Dometic Oceanair
Skyvenetian Alloy

Venetian blind for windows & doors.

The Dometic Oceanair Skyvenetian Alloy  
is a stylish addition to any yacht interior.  
The curved slats offer added strength,  
while also ensuring a small stack height.

• Simple shaping available 

• Curved slats offer added strength and  

ensure small stack height

• Range of standard colours available or  

customise with any RAL colour

• Various child-safe manual control options

• Available with powered operation

Dometic Oceanair
Skyvenetian  Wood

Hand-crafted classic Venetian blind with  
the highest quality wooden slats.

Wooden Venetian blinds subtly enhance 
your onboard space through the use of  
a simple tilt mechanism. Tilting the slats 
allows for easy light and temperature 
control, preventing unwanted glare and  
UV damage. The slat angle also offers 
privacy without completely reducing light 
transmission and outward visibility.

• With a choice of 25 mm or 50 mm wooden slat

• Simple shaping available 

• Various child-safe manual control options

• Available with guide wires or sidetracks to 

ensure taught blinds

• Range of standard colours to choose from

• Available with powered operation

Dometic Oceanair
Skyvenetian  Leather

Luxury blind with slats covered in a choice 
of the finest leathers, perfect for windows.

This stylish blind provides effective shading 
and privacy for the interior of your yacht. 
Almost every element of the blind can be 
customised, allowing for contrast ladders, 
ferrules or even stitching on the leather 
blinds.

• Handmade in Great Britain

• Select from faux or real leather fabrics, from 

our standard range, or any other leather

• Available with guide wires or sidetracks

• Available with powered operation
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VENETIAN BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS SKYVENETIAN PRECISION SKYVENETIAN ALLOY

Min width X (mm) 275 375

Min drop Y (mm) 250 40

Max width X (mm) 1400 3000

Max drop Y (mm) 1400 3000

Depth (mm) 26 26 / 57

Headrail height (mm) 26 26 / 50

Angle suitability <20° <20°

Fabric type Aluminium or Wood Aluminium

Shapes – Simple

Control options Pinch release handles
Cord/chain

Pull cord

Side tracks available No No

Guide wires available Yes No

Valance available Yes Yes

Available powered No Yes

Min width X (mm) – powered – 650

Min drop X (mm) – powered – 40

Max width X (mm) – powered – 3000

Max drop X (mm) – powered – 3250

Headrail type –
50

VBRB

Motor options –
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains

Powered control options –
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight

DOMETIC

VENETIAN BLINDS

VENETIAN BLINDS  
SPECIFICATIONS SKYVENETIAN WOOD SKYVENETIAN LEATHER

Min width X (mm) 375 375

Min drop Y (mm) 40 40

Max width X (mm) 2700 3000

Max drop Y (mm) 3000 3000

Depth (mm) 26 / 57 26 / 65

Headrail height (mm) 26 / 50 26 / 55

Angle suitability <20° <10°

Fabric type Wood Leather or Faux leather

Shapes Simple Simple

Control options
Cord/chain

Pull cord
Cord/chain

Pull cord

Side tracks available Yes Yes

Guide wires available Yes Yes

Valance available Yes Yes

Available powered Yes Yes

Min width X (mm) – powered 650 650

Min drop X (mm) – powered 40 40

Max width X (mm) – powered 2700 3000

Max drop X (mm) – powered 3250 3250

Headrail type
50

VBRB
50

VBRB

Motor options
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains
Mains

Powered control options
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Radio remote
Hard wired switch

Central control

Max width dependant on Max drop and Fabric weight
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Dometic Oceanair Bedding 

A complete bedding package can be provided, from linens to 
throws & bed runners that take indulgence to another level.

The complete set can be designed to your specification in style  
and colour or even include details such as embroidered logos or 
monograms. Bed sets are made from the highest quality fabrics 
and with the option of tailored sheeting for the perfect fit. 
Whether choosing a contemporary or traditional style, bedding is  
a quick and simple way to transform the appearance of your yacht.

• Personalisation with in-house embroidery service

• Luxury sheets made from the finest premium linens,  

blending cotton and polyester for optimum durability  

and comfort

• Design consultancy to coordinate fabrics with existing  

interior and furnishings

• Wide range of quality fabrics to complement any interior

• Custom-made bedspreads and throws to cater for  

mattresses of all shapes and sizes

Dometic Oceanair Towels 

Made to an uncompromisingly high standard and tested for 
absorbency, shrinkage, colour fastness, and shedding. 

Dometic Oceanair Towels are made from premium cotton  
and innovative yarn-spinning technology is used to ensure  
lasting softness. Lengthened low twist, stable spun fibre loops  
offer durability, reduced drying times, and lasting colour.  
Add a personal touch to your towel collection with our in-house  
embroidery service. Towel sets are available in white.

• Innovative yarn-spinning technology ensures  

cotton softness

• Embroidery service available

• Quick-drying properties are ideal for on-board usage

• Lengthened low twist, stable spun fibre loops offer  

durability, reduced drying times, and lasting colour

• 100 % premium cotton

Complement your interior with the use of luxury bedspreads and 
throws, designed to fit your every need. A simple throw or bed runner 
can complete the look of your cabin. Add details such as embroidered 
logos or monograms, luxury quilting, trims, or buttons to complete 
the look. Wherever you are in the world, make sure you’re comfortable. 

Our luxury cushions and pillows are tailor-made to suit you. Our wide 
range of sizes and shapes is there to fit your every design need. 
Choose from fine duck down or firm fibres, a classic or contemporary 
aesthetic, cool subtle colours or add a splash of vibrancy to your  
saloon. Enjoy added comfort for relaxation with style.

Unwind with our selection of creature comfort accessories  
for your yacht – the perfect finishing touch!

SIT BACK & RELAX

DOMETIC

SOFT FURNISHINGS
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HARLEQUIN OXFORD OXFORD CONTRAST

Dometic Oceanair Cushions

Cushions and pillows are the ultimate  
interior accessories. A finishing touch to 
your home away from home which will  
improve the comfort and style of your 
yacht.

Cushions are an effective way to instantly 
change the look of your yacht’s interior. 
Add a touch of colour and class with our 
completely customisable range. Create  
different effects and moods through  
the style, size and colour of your cushions.  
Set the tone for the room, exactly as you 
want it.

• Bespoke products with a large choice of 

styles, sizes, and designs

• Custom embroidery available on request

• Choice of luxury fillings; duck down, feather 

pads, polyester, or custom specified

• We work with customer-supplied fabric  

to match existing interior

• Wide variety of fabrics to choose from

• Colour contrast border options

CIRCLE PIPED ENVELOPE

5. Mitred corners
Exquisitely tailored corners, perfectly matched.

1. All in the detail
Button detailing can be added for an extra  
touch of class.

2. Embroidery
Personalise with matching or contrasting  
colour embroidery.

6. Trimming
Trim finishes for your cushions for added  
elegance.

3. Invisible zip
Our cushions are finished with invisible zips  
for a seamless finish.

4. Contrast piping
Piping adds a luxury feel to the cushion, add  
a bold statement with contrast piping. 

DOMETIC

SOFT FURNISHINGS

CUSHIONS & PILLOWS
THE PERFECT FINISH FOR ANY BOAT
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Gradient Hard
Stepped pleats when stowed with a crisp and 
contemporary finish.

Standard Soft
Equal pleats when stowed, with a casual, 
soft finish. 

Gradient Soft
Stepped pleats when stowed with a casual, 
soft finish.

Sheer Roman
Sheer fabrics are used with clear rods and tapes 
for a delicate finish.

Hobble
Our wave style pleat gives depth and movement
to the blind even when deployed (as shown).

Standard Hard
Equal pleats when stowed with a crisp and 
contemporary finish.

WHAT MAKES ROMANBLIND 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

A traditional fabric blind tailored to your exact requirements by 
experienced machinists. Add a luxurious look to your windows, 
whether you need a functional blackout or sheer blind, or simply  
a decorative accessory, Romanblind could be the perfect match  
for your yacht.

Benefits

• Suitable for slight inclines

• Handmade in Great Britain

• Child-safe design gives peace of mind

• Interlining available for extra warmth and  

a luxurious touch

• Available with guide wires and side tracks

• Powered operation available with  

12 V DC, 24 V DC, or mains motors

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch,  

or integration into the control system

DOMETIC

SOFT FURNISHINGS

ROMANBLINDS & CURTAINS
THE PERFECT FINISH FOR ANY ROOM

ROMANBLINDS 
& CURTAINS 
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ROMAN BLINDS & CURTAINS  
SPECIFICATIONS ROMANBLIND CURTAIN

Min width X (mm) 270 300

Min drop Y (mm) 200 300

Max width X (mm) 3000 6000

Max drop Y (mm) 3000 3000

Depth (mm) 25 Pole / Track

Headrail height (mm) 25 Pole / Track

Angle suitability <20° <10°

Fabric type Textile Textile

Shapes Curved Simple / Curved

Control options
Cord/chain

Pull cord
–

Side tracks available Yes No

Guide wires available Yes No

Valance available Yes Yes

Available powered Yes Yes

Min width X (mm) – powered 525 500

Min drop X (mm) – powered 200 400

Max width X (mm) – powered 3000 20,000 (pair)

Max drop X (mm) – powered 3000 3000

Headrail type
50

VBRB
4 0 mm track

Powered pole

Motor options
12 V DC
24 V DC

Mains

24 V DC
Mains

Powered control options
Radio remote

Hard wired switch
Central control

Radio remote
Hard wired switch

Central control

Pencil Pleat
For a fuller look.

Eyelets
Modern in finish. 

Pinch Pleat
A classic, timeless style.

Cartridge Pleat
For a permanent wave effect.

Triple Pinch Pleat
Elaborate pleats give an elegant finish.

Ripple Pleat
A contemporary style.

WHAT MAKES CURTAINS & DRAPES 
THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOU?

Curtains provide a versatile and elegant way to add style and 
atmosphere to your yacht whilst offering varying degrees of 
insulation, privacy, and shade. With a wide choice of linings, 
interlinings, shapes, lengths, colours, and fabrics, Dometic Oceanair 
Curtains are an attractive and adaptable way to soften your yacht’s 
interior. We have a specialist team on hand to help make the 
selection, ordering, and installation process effortless. 

Benefits 

• Sheer, privacy, blackout, thermal & fire retardant fabrics available

• Powered operation available with 24 V DC or mains motors

• Choice of linings and interlinings, plus fire retardancy on request

• Operation via hand-held remote, wall switch, or integration into  

the control system 

• Custom track bending service, ideal for curved surfaces

• Attention to detail with optional hand-stitched finish

• Specialist team on hand to make the selection, ordering, and  

installation process effortless
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ACCESSORIES

DOMETIC

ACCESSORIES

Dometic AP Remote

Hand-held control for blinds and soft furnishings. 

Take total control of your climate with the Dometic AP Remote, 
for use with Dometic's range of electric blinds, screens, and shades. 
Ergonomically designed and featuring easy-to-use bezel-edged 
buttons, the AP remote allows you to tailor your environment  
with ease.

• Dedicated channel to control all  

programmed blinds at once

• 9+ blinds per channel

• Up to 9 channels

• Magnetic stand for stowing

• Raised bezel buttons

• Clear LED interface

1. Bezel-edged buttons
Ergonomic design allows for easy and  
comfortable use.

5. Easy to program
Intuitive and simple set and reset method  
for quick use. 

2. Wall holder
Securely hold the AP Remote in a convenient 
location.

6. High gloss finish
Stylish and premium material fits sleek interiors 
and ensures longevity.

3. LED display
Clear and sharp view to access channels.

4. Simple control system
Easy to use and ready for immediate operation.

Benefits of AP Remote
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Tel +66 81 837 5507
Mail info@sailinsiam.com

UNITED ARAB EMERITES
Natheer Technical Services
Al Ghusais, Industrial Area No.3
Dubai, 85186
Tel +97 142 67 4450
Mail info@ntsuae.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Dometic UK Blind Systems Ltd
Atlantic House, 1–3 Ellis Square
Selsey, West Sussex PO20 0AY
Tel +44 124 360 6909
Fax +44 124 360 8300
Mail blindsystems@dometic.com

USA
Dometic US Blind Systems
91 Manchester Valley Road
Building E, Vermont 05255
Tel +1 802 362 5258
Mail blindsystems@dometic.com

FINLAND
Oy Maritim Ab
Veneentekijäntie 1
Helsinki 00210
Tel +358 10 2740300
Mail info@maritimshops.fi

FRANCE
InterDist SAS
Rue Des Bregeons, Zac Des Mottais CS 
41837 Saint Malo, Cedex 35418
Tel +33 0 2 99 19 54 54
Mail info@interdist.fr

GERMANY
Herman Gotthardt GmbH
Leunastrasse 50
Hamburg 22761
Tel +49 0 4085150552
Mail info@gotthardt-yacht.de

GREECE
Nautilus
38 Posidonos Av, Alimos
Athens 174 55
Tel +30 210 9854238
Mail info@nautilus.gr

HONG KONG
Storm Force Marine
1901 Dominion Centre, 43–59
Queens Road East, Wanchai
Tel +852 2866 0114
Mail sales@stormforcemarine.com

ITALY
Osculati S.P.A
Via Pacinotti 12, Segrate
Milan, 20090
Tel +39 02 269 9111
Mail info@osculati.it

JAPAN
Industrial Suppliers Co Ltd
NAC Minato Building 2F, 2-1-24  
Kaigan, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105-0022
Tel +81 3 5443 823
Mail sales@isco.co.jp

MALTA
Yachting Partners Malta
183/4, Marina Street, Pieta
PTA9042
Tel +356 2125 2727
Mail info@ypm.com.mt

Authorised distributors of Dometic Blinds:

We distribute our products in around 100 markets.  
Please ask for your contact point if not listed here, or 
check our website Dometic.com Rev. 01 | March 2023

http://Dometic.com



